Pharmacologic properties of the internal clock underlying time perception in humans.
Performance on temporal discrimination of time intervals in the range of milliseconds is interpreted by the assumption of an internal clock; the higher the clock rate the better the temporal resolution of the internal clock will be, which is equivalent to more accuracy in timing of brief intervals. Although there is some evidence from animal and human studies suggesting that the clock rate depends on the effective level of brain dopamine (DA), the findings are not conclusive. Therefore, an alternative interpretation of the pharmacologic properties of the internal clock has been introduced. According to this interpretation, the internal timing mechanism can be seen as a biological rhythm that is susceptible to chronomutagenic agents, i.e., pharmacologic compounds that are able to produce an alteration in the period of a biological rhythm. To elucidate the pharmacologic properties of the internal timing mechanism, in a double-blind study either 1750 mg of the DA antagonist alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine (AMPT), 0.65 g/kg ethanol which possesses chronomutagenic effects, or placebo were applied to 80 male subjects. As measures of performance, difference threshold estimates in relation to a 50- and a 1,000-ms standard interval and respective response latencies were computed. Furthermore, urinary levels of DA, DOPAC, and HVA were quantified by HPLC analysis. Although AMPT treatment resulted in a pronounced reduction of more than 50% for DA, DOPAC, and HVA, temporal discrimination was not affected. On the other hand, ethanol induced a significant impairment in performance on temporal discrimination in the range of milliseconds as compared to placebo. Neither temporal discrimination in the range of seconds nor response latencies were affected by the drugs applied in this experiment. Our findings suggest that the internal timing mechanism underlying temporal discrimination of intervals in the range of milliseconds is independent of the effective level of brain DA. More likely, pharmacologically induced changes in clock rate appear to depend on the chronomutagenic effects of the drug applied. Furthermore, the absence of ethanol-induced changes in performance on temporal discrimination of longer intervals in the range of seconds supports the assumption of two distinct timing mechanisms underlying temporal discrimination in the millisecond and second range.